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By Dr. James McAnally, Founder of Big Case Marketing 
 
Touted as “low-cost” and even mistakenly as “free,” many dentists continue to flock to Facebook 
and similar services believing this activity will increase new patients to their practices.  Before 
diving in and create a “presence” on Facebook that requires doctor or staff time commitment 
now and on an ongoing basis, here are five of ten things to help you understand this “media,” 
who it’s most valuable for, and the reality of what it means for the dental practice.  The 
September 2015 issue of Business Bite will feature the last five. 
 
#1:  Understand celebrity. 
 
Three questions help clarify any dentists belief about their “celebrity-dom.”   
 
Are you really a celebrity or personality the public wants to follow or see social updates 
from?    
 
When’s the last time 500,000+ people watched you get drunk on the Jersey Shore and fall 
down or do something else laughingly stupid? 
 
Did your last pop music album hit Billboard at #1 or did the pro sports team you play for 
blow it last season? 
 
The point of these questions is that the public wants to know what their favorite celebrity, athlete 
or singer had for breakfast and wore out last Saturday night.   Unless you have some really bad 
luck (i.e. overdosing a celebrity in your practice or even die of natural causes due to it simply 
being their time to go), you simply won’t get enough of the general public to care about you in a 
similar way.  That’s the reality of BIG celebrity for every dentist unless you marry a Kardashian.      
  
However, there is real power in creating mini-celebrity in your location as part of the ongoing 
picture of practice promotion.  The direct path to little celebrity this is through your existing 
patients and via an annual OFFLINE event (think practice anniversary or annual doctor birthday 
bash held somewhere fun (i.e. NOT your office).  You are literally buying your celebrity with the 
patients by celebrating something with them not by some forced social media “liking” game.    
 
#2:  To get thousands of fanatics, you’ll need a million users. 
 
Creating a venue where fanatics can get together is a great idea.  Mass consumer product 
marketers would be fools to leave this out of their total marketing equation.  While most big 
companies are dumb and slow, most of them are figuring this one out.   
 



Apple computer surmised over a decade ago that they could allow their legions of unpaid fans 
help problem solve technical issues with software and devices via their “help forums” and 
actually make them into even more rabid fans.  
 
Coke, in late 2011, changed the color of its can as part of an environmental PR awareness 
campaign and it backfired.   The end user (i.e. Coke drinker) was confused about what’s in the 
can based on color—is it coke, diet coke, or other something?  Their fan-actics commented 
forcefully and quickly on Facebook with the majority not liking the cans.  Coke quietly ate 
“humble pie” and phased the cans out quickly.  Imagine what would have occurred in this 
medium back when “new coke” came and went!     
 
The important things to understand is a) that for every fan-atic, there are another 100,000 that 
could care less about the can color, and b) it takes a lot of fans to create enough of them to 
have a public outcry either good or bad about the product/service to get the product more 
attention from those who really couldn’t be bother.   An even more powerful, learning lesson 
from the Coke can color confusion is that if the J.Q. consumer can’t understand a red versus 
white can or read a simple label to understand what’s happened, what are the odds they could 
understand what any dentist is selling—especially those vending services beyond emergency, 
pain based treatment?  Not likely……  
 
Think about how many “raving fans” you have in your practice.  If you do a good job, make 
promises and fulfill them, invariably you create a few of these fans.  Count them up and divide 
them by your total patient base and see what the percent is?  1%?  2%?   Additionally, we have 
a very finite ability to reach a critical mass of customers in a lifetime of dentistry, thus, the odds 
of creating a foundation of raving fans big enough to send a marketing tsunami into the social 
media helping your business are nil.  
 
#3:  Life and death situations and political organization benefit greatly from social media. 
 
The recent firestorm sweeping through the Middle East, toppling a few dictators, serves as a 
good example of how Social Media organizing tools and instant tweets (a glorified electronic 
telegram) are valuable when something really important is brewing that is literally life or death.   
 
While not life-death on the immediate timeline, yet still applicable along the same vein, the 
recent “occupy” protesters wielded this media effectively to keep itself organized for a much 
greater length of time than similar previous political protests.     
 
Where does dentistry fall in the spectrum of “life and death” information or critical instantaneous 
political organizing? 
  
#4:  It really is about being social. 
 
Watch your spouse, kid’s behavior or your own when you go into these environments.  Do you 
care about what your optometrist found out last week at the National Optometry Meeting?  No, 
but you very likely want to see a funny video that your niece posted or a photo of a newborn 
grandchild, of someone you care about.         
 
#5:  Right NOW businesses benefit. 
 



Social media, particularly some twitter tools in major metropolitan areas, are showing signs of 
being valuable in “right now” categories of services especially when a search term is tied to 
geography.   
 
What’s a right now service?  Well, the two at the top of the list are:   Hair salons and car repair.   
 
Example--someone tweets, “My car just broke down, does anyone know someone good?!?”  
The search is picked up by a screening tool, forwarded to the buyer of the tool (in this case a 
local garage in the area) who quickly tweets a response to the potential customer.     
 
Why does this work for them?   It doesn’t hurt that these services are utilized by more people 
and are utilized more often than dentists.  But the real reason is that there are simply more 
“emergencies” per capita for these service categories compared to ours. 
 
How many people need emergency car service?   The U.S. has the highest number of cars per 
household on the planet.   Any way you slice it up, it’s a lot of cars and when a car breaks down 
people want service yesterday.    
 
What about hair?  Unless you are shaving your head, wearing a wig (and you’re not a drag 
queen), or your spouse/significant other/yourself is cutting your hair with the $35 Flowbee, 
you’re utilizing a “hair service provider” on some sort of regular basis.   There are also a lot of 
“big hair” occasions—funerals, weddings, birthdays, retirement, big date, first/last day of (insert 
whatever) so it’s not difficult to understand why people wake up on a given morning realizing 
that tonight is “Aunt Jane’s 14th wedding and I absolutely have to have my hair cut/fixed/dyed 
NOW!” 
 
Tooth ache “right now” will likely join this category.  A few dentists in each large market who 
love treating single teeth toothaches will likely benefit.      
 
Dr. James McAnally is the founder of Big Case Marketing, a consulting firm focusing on 
clinician’s with advanced clinical skills, and developer of the McAnally Selling System, a check-
list system for achieving case acceptance backed by persuasion science from major 
universities.  The firm’s educational wings – The Master Dentists Academy and The Painless 
Dental Alliance deliver management tools and training programs allowing clinicians to find the 
cases they enjoy and to help more patients with their advanced skills.  He’s been involved with 
clinical dentistry for more than 20 years. His highly regarded guidebook series ‘The Dentists 
Unfair Advantage’ can be found at Amazon.com.  Free information is available at 
www.TheMcAnallySellingSystem.com  Limited private discussion times are available at 
www.meetme.so/jamesmcanally 
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